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1 OVERVIEW
Computer generated quadruped characters play key roles in entertainment - but are expensive to create and difficult to motion capture. So what do we do if we want multiple high quality quadruped
characters but only have suitably expressive data for one? Motion
retargeting is a solution, but from biomechanics we know that
animal movement is based on the minimisation of energy, i.e. an
animal will select the most energy efficient gait pattern when moving. Given differences in physiology, size and shape animals will
therefore move differently [Hermanson 2004]. If we then decide to
perform retargeting a question arises: do people notice if the movement from one quadruped is transferred onto another? This has
implications in animation – and questions relating to the Uncanny
Valley [Mori et al. 2012]. To start to answer these questions, we
substantially build upon an existing motion capture library of dogs
[Kearney et al. 2020] and implement two state-of-the-art motion retargeting methods [Aberman et al. 2020; Villegas et al. 2018] on this
data, and then conduct a perceptual study with regards to the ’naturalness’ of the produced motions. We found that participants gave
similar, yet interestingly low, naturalness ratings to both retargeted
and original motions.

We used a 20 camera Vicon motion capture system and the Shogun
software to perform capture, solving the same topology skeleton
hierarchy to the marker data to ensure consistency with [Kearney et al. 2020]. Given our motion capture data, we now consider
retargeting methods with which to transfer motions between different dogs. For this task, we selected the methods of [Villegas
et al. 2018](NKN) and [Aberman et al. 2020](AB) as they are both
data-driven unsupervised methods with available implementations
online which demonstrate state of the art performance without
needing animator expertise. For both we trained them on the entire
dataset for performance (as the aim is to share all captured motions
between characters) and found the default hyper-parameters to
perform best.

2 DATA AND RETARGETING METHODS
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For animals there is significantly less motion capture data available
– mainly due to the practical issues. Likely as a result, work on visual perception of quadrupeds is very limited [Skrba and O’Sullivan
2009]. We added 11 more breeds and several new motion types to
[Kearney et al. 2020]. The captured sequences cover seven motions:
walking, trotting, jumping, maneuvering over poles, and jumping
on and off tables, adding on average 2400 frames per dog at 60fps.

In our experiment, we selected three different movement types
– 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘, 𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑡 (𝑟𝑢𝑛), 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 – and three different dogs 𝐷 1, 𝐷 2, 𝐷 3 , selected to be as physiologically different as possible having average
bone lengths of 10.5cm, 8.4cm and 6.6cm respectively. For each
movement type, we created animations covering each retargeting
combination and each retargeting method.
In our design, we present participants with three animations at
once – looping each sequence 3 times resulting in a visualisation
that lasts on average 8 seconds. The animations are shown in a row
in random order, and consist of a tuple of the Original motion for 𝐷𝑖 ,
along with two retargeted motions (AB/NKN) to 𝐷𝑖 from the same
input clip (with different timing). We visualise the dogs as skinned
meshes using linear blend skinning. Figure 1 illustrates an example
of this presentation as viewed by a participant taking part in the
study. This presentation format allows us to compare how well
different algorithms perform when given the same retargeting task

Figure 1: Screenshot of the experimental application developed in Unity 3D.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
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under the same conditions. Varying the input breed then allows
us to compare whether differences in physiology affects algorithm
performance. When presenting a tuple to a participant we ask
them to score each animation on a 7-point likert scale against the
following question: “How natural would you rate the motion given
the shape and breed of the dog?”. Note that we do not present viewers
with exemplars of how a specific dog would move beforehand to
simulate the experience of viewing an animated animal in a video
game or movie context, where the only prior is your expectations of
how that animal should move. Showing 3 clips, as opposed to one
at a time, was chosen to assist the viewer in considering relative
naturalness ratings as a natural clip would always be present. Note
that we felt removal of the floor plane was necessary due to the
possibility of minor floor clipping potentially distracting the viewer.
In total, participants had to rate 54 clips (45 unique) of animation
and the experiment lasted approximately 10 minutes.
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Figure 2: Naturalness ratings depending on Method and
Movement Type.
surprising, as we expected participants to be able to recognise natural motion when shown retargeted motions alongside, since we
felt we could recognise the differences. While this may support the
efficiency of the two retargeting methods, we must note that overall
naturalness ratings were relatively low, including original motions.
We think there could be several reasons for this phenomenon. First
of all, this study is based on the very subjective judgement of people
and their own interpretation of ‘naturalness’. Secondly, the natural
dog movements often appear unnatural at times for some clips,
especially the neck movement, which may even result in retargeted
results leading to more natural looking visual perception (see AB on
‘Walk’ in Figure 2). We also found the AB method would sometimes
produce root rotation artefacts which required removal to produce
suitable stimuli. More data per dog would likely improve this.

RESULTS

Our experiment was carried out by 20 participants in total – 14
males and 6 females – with a mean age of 25.8. A three-way Analysis
of Variance (ANOVA) was performed in this analysis. The normality assumption was tested using a Shapiro-Wilk test and when not
verified, an Aligned Rank Transformation (ART) was applied on
the data. Tukey’s post-hoc tests (𝛼 = .05) were conducted to check
significance for pairwise comparisons. In addition, post-hoc tests
were corrected using Bonferroni correction. A three-way ANOVA
was performed comparing ratings of Naturalness, considering the
within-subject factors Method and Type of Movement. We also
consider the factor Transition from one dog to another in order to
assess the impact of the dog breed (and potentially the dog size) on
the results. This analysis was only conducted comparing clips with
method AB or NKN without involving Original clips. The results
did not highlight any main effect or interaction from our factors,
although a tendency appeared for an interaction between the Type
of Movement and the Method (p=0.08). Because we were also interested in exploring how participants would differentiate animations
from retargeting methods and original motions, we conducted another three-way ANOVA considering the within-subject factors
Method (𝐴𝐵, 𝑁 𝐾𝑁 , 𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙), Type of Movement (𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘, 𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑡, 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒)
and Dog (𝐷 1 , 𝐷 2 ,𝐷 3 ). As before, no main effect was found, except a
tendency of interaction effect between Dog and Type. As mentioned
in the overview, the naturalness ratings of the original clips were
relatively low (see Figure 2), which is discussed in the following
paragraph.
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In future work, it would be interesting to increase the length and
exposure time to the clips and explore its impact on the perceived
naturalness. Importantly though, our work highlights that natural
motions may not appear very natural, thus we invite future work to
investigate this effect and its relation to the presentation of motion
and the subjective interpretation of ’naturalness’.
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DISCUSSION

State-of-the-art unsupervised neural retargeting techniques are
typically trained with bipedal data, thus we have demonstrated
the applicability of such methods to quadrupedal data. We are the
first to analyse the perception of neural quadruped retargeting
and believe that future motion retargeting methods could produce
fruitful perceptual studies. Regarding our perceptual study, the results suggest that participants were unable to distinguish between
original movements and the retargeting methods when rating the
naturalness of the motion. This result is interesting and somewhat
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